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First, got 1087 words on Create A World Clinic yesterday, so
hit my mark. �

I’m  now  doing  two  things:  Mornings,  I’m  writing  “World”.
Afternoons, I’m putting together the new version of How To
Think Sideways, which will be Ultra.

The BIG NEWS For Grads and Current
Students of How To Think Sideways
LEGACY Version
You folks have stuck with me for years. Your loyalty got me
through  hard  times,  your  emails  made  me  laugh  (and
occasionally cry), your Eureka moments made bad days into good
one,  and  your  progress  and  accomplishments  thrill  me.  I
appreciate you.

When How To Think Sideways ULTRA goes LIVE, I’m putting you
into the new classroom (with Margaret’s technical wizardry)
with no upgrade fee, no extra charges…nothing. You’ll get
everything in the new formats, plus you’ll get all the new
materials, the new surprise, and anything else I can think of
to put in there. THANK YOU.
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BONUSES for Think Sideways Direct
and Think Sideways Premium Students
The software Margaret built for me is COOL.

If you’re an HTTS DIRECT student, why do you care?

Because it means if you already own all the lessons (or own
enough that you’d prefer to Bring Your Own Lessons [BYOL]),
you’ll be able to upgrade to the BYOL version How To Think
Sideways ULTRA and not be charged for them a second time. This
is something the old software could never have done.

But what about if you’re an HTTS Premium Student?
You’ll ALSO be able to subtract your Premium membership from
the cost of your upgrade to ULTRA. (Again, new software lets
me do much more for my students).

What’s NEXT?
I’m going to be asking HTTS Grads (who know what the old
versions included), what do you still need to know?

And  I’m  going  to  be  asking  current  students  and  folks
considering  the  course,  what  do  you  need  to  know?

We’ll be talking about a new (additional) bonus course, your
ideas, wishes, dreams, and hopes…

And before the course goes live, I’ll let you in on the
surprise.

But today I just wanted all of you who took the course, or are
taking it, than when ULTRA debuts, I’ve got you covered.

“What Happens If I Don’t Upgrade?”
Apparently there’s been some concern that folks who don’t



upgrade will lose their boards, or their access, or…

No.  I  don’t  DO  that  to  people.  If  you  don’t  upgrade,
absolutely nothing will change. You’ll have exactly what you
had before. �
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